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The instability criterion for bidisperse sedimentation deri®ed by Batchelor and Janse
®an Rensburg was combined with two empirical models for the particle ®elocities that
are consistent with conser®ation of momentum and used to construct theoretical stabil-
ity diagrams. The stability boundaries were fully determined by the particle ®olume frac-
tions, the particle-size ratio, and the ratio of the density differences with the liquid. The
results showed that on increasing the particle-size ratio sufficiently, stability always is
attained. For particles of similar size, instabilities occur mainly if the liquid density is
intermediate between the particle densities. The stability diagrams agree well with the
limited experimental data, if so-called ‘‘ ®ertical columns’’ are excluded. This seems rea-
sonable since similar structures obser®ed in monodisperse suspensions are not captured
by the bidisperse instability criterion either.

Introduction
The stability of initially homogeneous, bidisperse suspen-

sions during sedimentation or creaming of the different parti-
cle species is important in several fields:

� ŽIndustrial solid-liquid separations such as thickening and
.clarification in which instabilities may result in an increased

Ž .sedimentation rate such as Weiland and McPherson, 1979
� Ž .Industrial hydraulic classification for the separation of

solid species according to size or density in chemical and
Ž .mineral processing Jean and Fan, 1986; Smith, 1997 , in

which instabilities may result in a decreased separation qual-
ity

� ŽMaterial manufacturing by suspension processing Bie-
.sheuvel et al., 1998 for which instabilities must be prevented

Žto obtain a homogeneous sediment Batchelor and Janse van
.Rensburg, 1986, p. 390 .

Ž .Furthermore, as summarized by Huppert et al. 1991 : ‘‘The
fluid dynamics of convecting particulate suspensions is of
great relevance to chemical and civil engineers, geologists,
metallurgists and oceanographers. Diverse applications in-
clude the transport of soil, silt and sand in rivers and estuar-
ies, volcanic flows of suspensions of hot air and ash, and the
evolution of bodies of magma rich in crystals and impurities.’’

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to V. Breedveld.

Ž .Whitmore 1955 first described that in bidisperse suspen-
Ž .sions in which one of the particles is close to buoyant, ho-

mogeneous sedimentation�with clear horizontal boundaries
�occurs below a certain critical volumetric concentration

Ž .pair � , � while inhomogeneous structures are formed1 2
above this boundary. Weiland and coworkers used this effect
to increase the initial settling rate by adding buoyant parti-
cles to a suspension, starting at their 1979 article. Batchelor

Ž .and Janse van Rensburg 1986 gave the problem a solid the-
oretical footing and derived an elegant stability criterion
based on vertical concentration fluctuations, given by

2
�� U �� U �U �U1 1 2 2 1 2

y q4� � �0 1Ž .1 2ž /�� �� �� ��1 2 2 1

where U and � are the settling velocity and volume fractioni i
of particle species i. If the criterion holds, instable sedimen-
tation is predicted with structure formation; if not, stable
sedimentation occurs without the formation of lateral con-
centration gradients.

It is often noted that for suspensions in which one particle
Ž . Ž .type sediments settles down and one creams goes up , in-

Ž .stabilities ‘structure formation’ or ‘viscous fingering’ will oc-
cur as a rule. When both particles sediment, Batchelor and
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Ž .Janse van Rensburg 1986 also observed instable sedimenta-
Ž .Ž .y1tion behavior at density ratios � s � y � � y � as2 0 1 0

high as � s0.7.
Ž .Cox 1990 derived a further criterion based on a horizon-

Ž .tal concentration fluctuation, while Yan and Masliyah 1993
use Eq. 1 to describe several new measurements. Like Batch-

Ž .elor and Janse van Rensburg 1986 , they use equations for
Ž .U , derived by Batchelor 1982 that are correct to the orderi

� q� and proportional to the difference between particle1 2
Ž .density � and the liquid density � : U A � y � , which isi 0 i i 0

not consistent with conservation of momentum. Therefore,
this expression for U can only be applied in the dilute limit.i

In this work, we will use two different models for the parti-
cle velocities in suspensions of particles of different size and
density that are consistent with conservation of momentum in
the concentrated regime. To our knowledge, no satisfactorily

Ž .theoretical microscopic models are available for the sedi-
mentation velocities in concentrated bidisperse suspensions.

Ž .Therefore, we chose the empirical models of Masliyah 1979
Ž .and Patwardhan and Tien 1985 because these two models

have predictive power in various experimental situations, as
will be discussed in the next section. However, we want to
emphasize that these expressions are empirical and lack a
thorough microscopic background. The Masliyah model is
considerably simpler than the Patwardhan and Tien model,
but we investigated both models since there is insufficient
experimental evidence in favor of either to justify leaving one
out.

Using the models of Masliyah and Patwardhan and Tien,
we will evaluate the criterion of Eq. 1 numerically to create
stability diagrams. These diagrams are clarifying because they
clearly show the practical conditions for instability and can
be compared with experiments. To our knowledge, such dia-
grams were not constructed before from theory, most proba-
bly because former authors used expressions for U which arei

Ž . Ž .proportional to � y � . Yan and Masliyah 1993 indeedi 0
used these expressions for particle velocity and showed that

Ž .no set � , � can be found for which instability is pre-1 2
dicted.

Theory
Simultaneous solution of the momentum equations for the

Žliquid phase ‘‘0’’and all particle phases ‘‘1 . . . m’’ Syamlal and
.O’Brien, 1988 results in the following expression for the par-

ticle velocities in multicomponent batch sedimentation
ŽPatwardhan and Tien, 1985; Law et al., 1987; Biesheuvel,

.2000a :

m � y �� y � j si s
U sU h y U h � . 2Ž .Ýi i0 i j0 j j� y � � y �i 0 j 0js1

Ž .For a large container negligible wall effects and laminar
Ž .flow Re�0.2 , the particle velocity at infinite dilution U isi0

given by Stokes’ law:

d2 � y � gŽ .i i 0
U s 3Ž .i0 18�

with d the particle diameter, � the particle density, g grav-i i
ity acceleration, and � the Newtonian viscosity of the liquid.
The suspension density � is given bys

m

� s 1y� � q � � 4Ž .Ž . Ýs tot 0 j j
js1

� being the total particle concentration and � the liquidtot
fraction

m

� s � , �s1y� 5Ž .Ýtot j tot
js1

In deriving Eq. 2, the following assumptions are made:
� One-dimensional flow in direction of gravity, that is, no

Ž .wall effects see Tory et al., 1992 or lateral inhomogeneities
�

mZero flux through any horizontal plane Ý � U q�Ujs1 j j 0
Ž .s0 with U the liquid velocity0

� w xIncompressible flow ��r� ts0, �� s0i i
� w xSteady flow �Uir� ts0, �U s0, is1 . . . mi
� Absence of interparticle friction
� Ž .A constant interparticle stress solids pressure, �P s0 .s
The two models which will be investigated in this article

only differ in their choice of the so-called hindrance function
h . The Masliyah-model uses the Richardson-Zaki expressioni
for hi

n y2ih s 1y� . 6Ž .Ž .i tot

For low Reynolds numbers and a high vessel size to parti-
Ž .cle-size ratio, n equals 4.65 Wallis, 1969 and does not de-i

pend on the particle size; therefore, from this point forward,
n without a subscript will be used.

Patwardhan and Tien incorporate a local particle concen-
w xy3tration 1qd rd in the hindrance function instead of �� i tot

to account for the different environment of particle species
of different size

m

d �ny2 Ý j jy3d js1� y1r3h s 1y 1q , d s � y1 .Ž .i � totž /ž /d �i tot

7Ž .

For equal particle sizes, Eqs. 6 and 7 are equivalent. If all
Žparticles also have the same density so that in fact a

.monodisperse suspension is obtained , both equations reduce
to the classical Richardson-Zaki expression:

n
U sU 1y� .Ž .i i0 t o t

The above two models have been used extensively and with
success to describe sedimentation and fluidization of a binary
system in various experimental situations:

� Batch sedimentation with both particles sedimenting
ŽBiesheuvel, 2000a, up to � s0.40; Patwardhan and Tien,tot

Ž .1985, up to � s0.43; Concha et al. 1992 , up to � s0.25;tot tot
Ž . .Lockett and Bassoon 1979 , up to � s0.30tot

� Batch settling with one particle sedimenting and one
Ž Ž . .creaming Law et al. 1987 , up to � s0.16tot
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� ŽContinuous gravity separations Patwardhan and Tien, up
Ž . .to � s0.4; Biesheuvel 2000b , up to � s0.18tot tot

� ŽCentrifugation Biesheuvel and Verweij, 1999, � stot
.0.20

� Simultaneous filtration and sedimentation resulting in
Ž .segregation Biesheuvel, 2000a, up to � s0.18 .tot

Besides, these models have been applied to predict phase
inversion for

� ŽLiquid fluidized beds Patwardhan and Tien, up to �tot
.s0.28

� Ž .Batch sedimentation Masliyah, 1979, at � s0.07 .tot

Results and Discussion
Explicit expressions for the differentials

For a bidisperse suspension, Eqs. 3	7 can be implemented
in Eq. 2 to give expressions for particle velocities U , U in1 2
terms of � , � . To evaluate the instability criterion the four1 2
differentials in Eq. 1 must be derived. In order to save space,
only two of the four differentials are presented here, because
the other two can be derived in a straightforward manner by
replacing each subscript ‘‘1’’ with a ‘‘2’’ and vice-versa.

For the Masliyah-model, the following expressions are ob-
tained, when expressed in U and the densities � , � and10 0 1
�2

�U � y � � y �1 0 2 2 s ny2s U 1y� yU y� �Ž .10 1 20 2ž /ž /�� � y � � y �2 1 0 2 0

� y � � y �1 s 2 s ny3y ny2 U 1y� yU � � 8Ž . Ž .Ž .10 1 20 2ž /� y � � y �1 0 2 0

� U � � y �Ž .1 1 1 sny2s� U 1y2� y 1y�Ž .Ž10 1 1ž�� � y �1 1 0

� y �2 sy1 y1� ny2 � � qU ny2 � � � y�Ž . . Ž .Ž .1 20 1 2 2� y �2 0

� y �1 0
yU 1y� � qU � � 9Ž .Ž .10 1 1 20 2 1 /� y �2 0

For the Patwardhan and Tien model the resulting equa-
tions are more complex

�U � y � � y �1 0 2 2 s
sU 1y� h qU � h yU hŽ .10 1 1 20 2 2 20 2�� � y � � y �2 1 0 2 0

y4
� y � d1 s �Žny3.rŽny2.q3U 1y� h ny2 1qŽ .Ž .10 1 1 ž /� y � d1 0 1

d �y1r3y1 d d � qd �2 tot � 1 1 2 2
� y y 7r3ž /d � d � 3d �1 tot 1 tot 1 tot

y4
� y � d2 s �Žny3.rŽny2.y3U � h ny2 1qŽ .20 2 2 ž /� y � d2 0 2

�y1r3y1 d d � qd �tot � 1 1 2 2
� y y 10Ž .7r3ž /� d � 3d �tot 2 tot 2 tot

� U � � y � � y �Ž .1 1 1 s 0 1
s yU h yU � h yU10 1 20 2 2 10ž�� � y � � y �1 1 0 2 0

� y �1 s Žny3.rŽny2.� 1y� h � q3U 1y� � h ny2Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 10 1 1 1/ � y �1 0

y4 y1r3d � y1 d d � qd �� tot � 1 1 2 2
� 1q y y 7r3ž / ž /d � d � 3d �1 tot 1 tot 1 tot

y4
� y � d2 s �Žny3.rŽny2.y3U � � h ny2 1qŽ .20 2 1 2 ž /� y � d2 0 2

d �y1r3y1 d d � qd �1 tot � 1 1 2 2
� y y 7r3ž /d � d � 3d �2 tot 2 tot 2 tot

� y � � y �1 s 2 s
qU 1y� h yU � h 11Ž .Ž .10 1 1 20 2 2� y � � y �1 0 2 0

From this point forward, we use the following parameters
Ž .Žto evaluate the results: the density ratio � s � y � � y2 0 1

.y1 y1� and the particle-size ratio 
sd d . Note that � �00 2 1
means that one of the particle species is lighter than the liq-
uid and the other heavier; for � sy1 the density differences
with the liquid are equal. As noted before, for 
s1, the out-
come of the Masliyah- and the Patwardhan and Tien models
are the same. Eqs. 8	11 can be expressed in � and 
 using
the following conversions:

� y � � y �2 s 1 sy1s1y� y� � , s1y� y� �2 1 1 2� y � � y �2 0 1 0

d� y1 y1r3s � q
� � � y1 ,Ž . Ž .1 2 tot totd1

d� y1 y1 y1r3s 
 � q� � � y1 12Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2 tot totd2

For the Masliyah model the expressions in terms of � and

 are as follows:

� U1 2 y1 ny2s y 1y� � y
 � 1y2� y� � �Ž . Ž .1 2 1�� U2 10

2 y1y ny2 1y� 1y� y� � y
 �� 1y� y� �Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 2 1

�� ny3 13Ž .
� U �1 1 ny2s� 1y� y� � 1y2� y 1y� ny2Ž .Ž . Ž .� 1 2 1 1�� U1 10

� y1 2 y1 y1� � q
 � 1y� y� � ny2 � � � y�Ž .Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2

y 1y� � q
2� � 14Ž .Ž . 41 1 2 1

Note that U will drop out of the criterion 1 when all four10
differentials are implemented. Equations 13 and 14 cannot

Ž . Ž .simply be rewritten to give � U r�� s f � ,
 and2 1
w Ž . x Ž .� U � r�� s f � , 
 . These differentials can best be ob-2 2 2
tained via Eqs. 8 and 9 by interchanging subscripts ‘‘1’’ and
‘‘2.’’ For the Patwardhan and Tien model the four differen-
tials in terms of � and 
 are rather bulky and therefore not
presented here.
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Numerical technique
The criterion 1 is evaluated by an iterative technique using

Žthe built-in ‘solver’ of a commercial software package Excel
.7.0, Microsoft, Richmond, VA . The solver uses a Newton

iteration scheme and for proper convergence we used a pre-
cision of 10y22, a tolerance of 0.1% and a convergence of
10y9.

Generality of numerical results
Ž . Ž .Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg 1986 state p. 383, 403

that each bidispersion is specified by � , � , � and 
, which1 2
may be obvious for their particle transport model based on
U AU . Equations 8	12 show that also for the Masliyah- andi i0
Patwardhan and Tien-model, Eq. 1 is uniquely specified by

Ž .the parameters � , � , � , 
 and n . This is important be-1 2
cause it implies that the results presented in the figures in
this work are general for the two parameters in the captions
Ž .with n always 4.65 .

In the following subsections, the results will be shown for a
number of special parameter settings to enable comparison
with the available experimental data and to provide insight
into the full predictive power of the instability criterion.

Calculations and experiments for � s�1 and �s1
The stability boundary for � sy1 and 
s1 is presented

in Figure 1 and compared with experiments by Batchelor and
Ž .Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 . We used the data from Batche-

Ž .lor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 Table 4, which, for the
Žsystem B2, is in slight disagreement with their Figure 6 � s1

.0.23 vs. 0.25 .
ŽFor 
s1 and � sy1, the stability of a system either data

.points or the simulated boundary is invariant under the ex-
change of � and � , so we only need to consider the area1 2

Figure 1. Instability diagram for �s1 and � s�1.
Measurements from Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s
Ž .1986 Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 6; `: stable; ^: type C

Ž .instability vertical columns ; x: types B, BC and CB insta-
bilities. Marginally stable measurements are not shown. The

Ž .stability boundary for 
s1.03 system C is practically the
same as for 
s1.

Figure 2. Instability diagram for � s 0.98 and � s
�0.94.

Ž . ŽMeasurements from Law et al. 1987 1sPS, 2sPMMA,
� s1,050 kgrm3, d s 241 �m, � s1,186 kgrm3, d s 2371 1 2 2

.�m . The stability boundary is similar for both the Patward-
han and Tien and the Masliyah model, since 
f1.

below the 1:1-line. The rest of the graph can be constructed
using this symmetry.

For 
s1, � sy1 an instability boundary exists in accor-
Ž .dance with Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 belief

Ž .p. 399 that ‘‘the condition for instability is satisfied for some
values of � and � when 
s1, � sy1.’’ The stability1 2
boundary accurately predicts the experimentally observed
stability behavior if we only consider B, BC and CB types of
instability structures, but not the type C vertical columns.
This suggests that these latter instabilities are caused by an-

Ž .other mechanism than quantified in criterion 1 . This hy-
pothesis is supported by the observation of ‘‘streaming ef-

Ž .fects’’ by Whitmore 1955 �similar to Batchelor and Janse
Ž .van Rensburg’s 1986 vertical columns�in a monocompo-

nent suspension of � �0.15 which are not predicted by the
Ž .monodisperse limit of Eq. 1 either see next section .

Ž .The few observations made by Law et al. 1987 on stability
in bidisperse sedimentation for � sy1 and 
s1 are sum-
marized in Figure 2 and are in good agreement with both the
Masliyah- and the Patwardhan and Tien model.

Calculations for different � and � ©alues
The symmetry around the 1:1-line is broken if either � �

y1 or 
�1 as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Figure 3a
shows that for the Masliyah-model the instability region does
not simply consist of the ‘upper right’-side of the diagram but

Žthat for 
 values below �0.2 and thus above�5, since the
.indices 1 and 2 can be transposed , an instability region is

obtained with stability ‘on both sides.’
Ž .For the Patwardhan and Tien model Figure 3b and for


F0.2, the instability boundary shifts to higher � -values than1
for the Masliyah-model, while the ‘vertical symmetry’ is lost
completely.
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Figure 3. Instability diagram for � s�1 and different
� -values.
By exchanging � and � , the contours for 
s 2, 5 and 101 2
are obtained. Solid lines, Masliyah-model; dashed lines, Pat-
wardhan and Tien-model.

Both in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the instability boundary ap-
Ž .proaches the x-axis � s0 for several values of � , 
 and2

� , which suggests that under these conditions no stable1
bidisperse suspension exists.

From numerical solution of Eq. 1, we could not find out
whether � s0 is actually reached, because convergence of2
Eq. 1 at low � -values was problematic. Therefore, we de-1
rived an analytic expression for � with � s0 based on Eq.1 2
1 and the Masliyah-model, which results in

22 2 2'nq1y
 y nq1y
 y4n 1y�
Ž . Ž .
�� s 15Ž .1 2n

� ŽEquation 15 gives a single solution for � for each set of � ,1
. Ž .
, n . The solutions for 
s0.5, 0.2 and 0.1 ns4.65, � sy1

Figure 4. Instability diagram for �s1 and different �
values.

Ž� decreases in direction of the arrow � sy1, y0.5, y0.1
.and y0.01 . By exchanging � and � , the contours for � s1 2

y2, y10 and y100 are obtained.

Žare in agreement with Figure 3a � s0.319, 0.229 and 0.218,1
.respectively .

This analysis shows that a mono-component suspension is
Ž . �stable lefthand side of Eq. 1�0 for all � except for � in1 1

which case stability is undefined. This conclusion is in agree-
Ž .ment with Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 re-

Ž .marks that p. 398 ‘‘ . . . all bidispersions are stable when ei-
Ž .ther � or � is sufficiently small’’ and p. 403 ‘‘We saw that1 2

Ž .I Eq. 1 approaches a positive limit as either � ™0 or � ™1 2
0, indicating stability near the � and � axes in Figure 6, in1 2
accordance with the data,’’ but note that for � near ��,1 1
‘‘sufficiently small’’ may indeed be very small, such as for � s
y1, 
s0.2 and � s0.235, stability is attained only for �1 2
�2.3�10y3.

Calculations for � s�1 2

For comparison of the theoretical predictions for different

- and �-values as presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 with
experimental data, we have carried out additional calcula-
tions for the specific case � s� . Batchelor and Janse van1 2

Ž .Rensburg 1986 have performed experiments in this regime
Ž .� s� s0.15; y0.67�� �0.95 and 0.38� 
�2.56 . They1 2
observed a region of instability that extended to � �0.7 for 

around unity. For both lower and higher values of 
 the sta-
bility boundary is shifted to lower values of � , giving rise to
an ellipsoidal shape of the stability boundary in a 
-� plot
Ž .see their Figure 7 . We present results of our calculations in
a similar diagram for different values of � s� in Figure 5.1 2
This figure�with a linear �-axis�contains all necessary data

Žfor the four cases evaluated namely � s� s0.15, 0.175,1 2
.0.2 and 0.225 . When compared with the Masliyah-model, the

Patwardhan and Tien model predicts that the region of insta-
bility extends more toward positive �-values but extends less
from the 
s1 axis. As can be observed in Figure 5, both
models give the same result for 
s1, as is expected because

Ž .for equal particle sizes the hindrance factor Eq. 7 equals
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Figure 5. Instability diagram for � s� .1 2
Ž .Masliyah-model solid lines and Patwardhan and Tien-

Ž .model dashed lines for increasing � s� in the direction1 2
Ž .of the arrow 0.15, 0.175, 0.2 and 0.225, respectively .

Ž .Eq. 6 . For � sy1, the two 
 values are related by 
 s1r
1 2
Ž . Ž .while the tangents at � , 
 and � , 
 are parallel in a1 1 2 2

w Ž . xlog 
 y� diagram as noted by Batchelor and Janse van
Ž . Ž .Rensburg 1986 p. 392 ‘‘owing to the invariance of these

systems under the interchange � ™1r� , 
™1r
, the stability
boundary must cut the line � sy1 at points equidistant from

s1 and with parallel tangents at these two points.’’

To form a clear picture of the instability boundaries, two
more plots are constructed with logarithmic �-axes; Figure 6a
describes negative �-values and Figure 6b positive �-values.

ŽFor � , � �0.137, a region of instability exists see Figure1 2
. Ž .1 , while the point � sy1, 
s1 is always within this re-

gion and is the point of symmetry for the � �0-part of the
Ž .instability boundary Figure 6a . For these points, one-half of

the boundary can be derived from the other half by using the
Žconversions 
 s1r
 ; � s1r� . For low enough � , � that2 1 2 1 1 2

is, �0.21 for the Masliyah-model and �0.18 for the Pat-
.wardhan and Tien model , each instability boundary is a

Žclosed line surrounding a single region of instability Figure
.6a . However, if the contour intersects � s0, it will also ex-

Ž .tend to q� and to y� Figure 6b , while two regions of
instability are formed at the positive �-axis. The two parts of

Ž .the contour at � �0 mirror in the point � s1, 
s1 ; this
point always lies outside the instability region, which is not

Žsurprising since it represents the monodisperse case identi-
.cal size and density . We now compare the results of Figure 5

and Figure 6 with several experimental findings and theoreti-
cal considerations:

According to Figure 5, instabilities are predicted for sys-
tems with � �0, which is in agreement with the experiments

Ž .by Weiland and McPherson 1979 on the increase in settling
Ž .velocity if a settler is aerated see Introduction .

Instabilities at positive � are predicted at high concentra-
Žtions � , � �0.21 of the Masliyah-model and � , � �0.181 2 1 2

.for the Patwardhan and Tien model and for particles of the

Figure 6a. Instability diagram for � s� .1 2
Ž .Masliyah model solid lines and Patwardhan and Tien

Ž . Žmodel dashed lines , for increasing � s� 0.15 and1 2
. Ž0.175, respectively moving outward from the center y�

.s 
s1 .

Žsame size order 0.1� 
�10 for the Masliyah-model and 1�
.
�10 for the Patwardhan and Tien-model , which is in

Ž .agreement with Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986
Ž .tentative remark p. 401 that ‘‘the possibility of instability

when � �0 may exist at large values of � and � .’’1 2
ŽFor a sufficiently high particle-size ratio such as 
�0.1

.and 
�10 , stable sedimentation is predicted by both models
Ž .up to � s0.45 , in agreement with Batchelor and Jansetot

Ž . Ž .van Rensburg’s 1986 conclusion p. 402 that ‘‘ . . . the disper-
sion is stable when the spheres of one species are much
smaller than those of the other species, for any value of the
density ratio � and for any values of the volume fractions �1
and � .’’2

Figure 6b. Instability diagram for � s� .1 2
Ž .Masliyah-model solid line, � s� s 0.225 and Patward-1 2

Žhan and Tien model dashed lines, � s� s 0.2 and � s1 2 1
.� s 0.225 .2
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The measurements by Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg
Ž .1986; Table 5, Figure 7 on which our Figure 5 is based show

Ž .instabilities ‘‘large scale structures,’’ p. 390 at considerably
higher density ratios � than predicted by the models. A simi-
lar discrepancy was found in Figure 1, where we have shown
that the stability boundaries of the empirical models are in
good agreement with the experiments if the type C structures
Ž .vertical columns are not considered unstable. Though

Ž .Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg 1986 do not explicitly
specify the instability type for the experiments presented in
their Figure 7, an analysis of their other experimental data
makes it plausible to assume that indeed type C was the dom-
inant structure in these experiments:
Ž . Ž .1 Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 Figure 7 is

based on � s� s0.15 which according to their Figure 6 is1 2
close to the region of vertical columns.
Ž . Ž . Ž2 Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg 1986 remark p.
.392 that ‘‘the grains . . . were . . . very weakly formed’’ and

w x‘‘ . . . some repetition and refinement were necessary to de-
termine whether a given system was stable or not’’ which
agrees with the observed poor contrast for vertical columns
Ž Ž . .Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 Figure 6 .

If this is not the case, we suppose that the observed insta-
Ž .bilities in Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg’s 1986 Figure 7

are caused by another mechanism than quantified in Eq. 1.
Ž . Ž .Though Cox 1990 assumes that the initial instability of a

bidisperse suspension is described by one and only one mech-
Žanism either by the variation of � , � in vertical direction,1 2

Ž .as considered by Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg 1986 ,
by a variation in horizontal direction, as considered by Cox,

.or by another variation , it is also possible that different in-
stability types are caused by different mechanisms with dif-
ferent criteria.

With respect to the tests with � s� s0.15, Batchelor1 2
Ž .and Janse van Rensburg 1986 note ‘‘the observed stability

of a mixture of any two sizes of particles made of the same
material when � s� s0.15 is also noteworthy from a prac-1 2
tical viewpoint, and it would be useful to know if the same is
true at other concentrations.’’ Figure 6b shows that for � s1
� and � F0.45, sedimentation is stable in a broad region2 tot

Ž .around � s1 for all 
 values. To investigate other � , � -1 2
Ž .sets, we performed calculations at � s1 � s � at 
s0.1,1 2

Ž1, 3 and 10 and at � s0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 all combi-1
.nations . No � -values were found for which Eq. 1 holds,2

suggesting that stable sedimentation always occurs for � s1.
This is in agreement with experiments by many authors who
studied sedimentation of particles of the same material but
with different sizes and who never reported instabilities and
often explicitly mentioned stable sedimentation with clearly

Ž Ž .visible horizontal interfaces Smith 1965 , number of species
Ž . Ž .ms2; Smith 1966 , ms4; Davies 1968, 1969 , ms2, 3;

Ž .Davies and Kaye 1971, 1972 , ms2; Lockett and Al-Hab-
Ž . Ž .booby 1973 , ms2, 3; Lockett and Bassoon 1979 , ms2;

Ž . Ž .Mirza and Richardson 1979 , ms2; Schneider et al. 1985 ,
Ž . Ž .ms2; Davis and Hassen 1988 , ms�; Biesheuvel 2000a ,

.ms2 .
Although many of the above results seem curious, such as

Ž .a stable region at high � for 
�0.2, � sy1 Figure 3 and1
Ž . Žan instable region for � s� �0.2, � �13, 
�0.33 Fig-1 2

.ure 6b , we see no reason to doubt the calculations as long as
we accept Eqs. 1, 2 and Eqs. 6 and 7. Based on the instability

diagrams, many experiments can be devised to validate or fal-
sify the presented set of equations.

Conclusions
Combining the criterion for stability in bidisperse suspen-

Ž .sions derived by Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg 1986
Ž .with the empirical particle velocity models by Masliyah 1979

Ž .and Patwardhan and Tien 1985 yields valuable information
on the influence of particle size ratio 
, density ratio � and
particle volume fractions � and � on suspension stability.1 2
Stability diagrams could be constructed as a function of these
parameters. This in contrast to the dilute limit particle veloc-

Ž .ity model of Batchelor 1982 , which does not predict insta-
bility in bidisperse suspensions under the circumstances con-

Ž .sidered by Yan and Masliyah 1993 . Apparently, the concen-
tration effects are vital to capture the physics of suspension
instability.

From the stability diagrams it can be concluded that for all
parameter settings minimum concentration values exist below
which the suspension is stable. On increasing the particle
concentrations, instabilities occur first for suspensions in
which the liquid density is intermediate between the densities

Žof both particle species that is, � �0, so that one species
.creams and the other settles , with the particle size ratio be-

tween 0.1 and 10. For highly concentrated systems, the insta-
ble region extends to positive values for � , so that instability

Žis expected for systems in which both particles are heavier or
.lighter than the suspending fluid.

The limited experimental results that could be found were
in good agreement with the predictions of the model. The
main discrepancy was found for the ‘‘column-like’’ structures

Ž .of Batchelor and Janse van Rensburg 1986 . The points as-
sociated with such structures were located in the stable re-

Ž .gion as predicted by the models. Whitmore 1955 has ob-
served similar structures in monodisperse suspensions, which
at least suggests that the instabilities as detected by Batche-
lor and Janse van Rensburg are not due to the bidispersity of
the suspensions but that some other mechanism exists which
is not captured by the bidisperse instability criterion. If the
column-like structures are left out of the stability diagrams,
the agreement with the model predictions is very good.

Clearly, more experiments are required to test the stability
criterion and discriminate between the empirical models of

Ž . Ž .Masliyah 1979 and Patwardhan and Tien 1985 evaluated
in this article, for which the stability diagrams in this article
can be used as a starting point.
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